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World’s Largest Camper Makes Portland Debut At
Portland Fall RV & Van Show
Portland, OR – When a traditional camper may be a bit small and a Class A motorhome is too large, there’s
Powerhouse Coach’s Expedition, the world’s largest production camper. Making its Portland, Oregon debut at
the Portland Fall RV and Van Show, the Powerhouse
Coach Expedition is worth checking out, if only to gawk,
“ooh and ahh” and appreciate that big packages can hold
some equally big opportunities.
The 300 square foot cab-over master bedroom is big
enough to house a full-size king bed. The 17’ long deck is
an immediate clue that it takes a larger vehicle, like a
large flatbed truck, to mount this. And one look into the
cavernous interior confirms that this is truly a
revolutionary, next step in campers.
The interior space is optimized by clever slide outs that
give this unit the look of a full-size motorhome or trailer
not a camper as advertised. Powerhouse Coach is a
custom builder so it’s up to you to determine which
layout and features best suit your needs but it’s safe to
say the sky’s the limit with a long list of features and
options to select from.
The camper can either be removable or permanently
mounted.
As a removable camper, Powerhouse Coach says the unit
can be unloaded in five minutes so you’re free to “have
wheels to chase around in.” For traveling boaters, ATV or
dune rails, this configuration makes particularly good
sense. The Powerhouse Coach Expedition gives you the
“ability to tow a substantial boat or toy trailer” easily.
Make a point of stopping by the Portland Fall RV & Van Show to check out the Powerhouse Coach Expedition
and hundreds of other RV’s of all sizes and descriptions, September 13th – 16th, 2018 at the Portland Expo
Center. For complete show details please visit: pdxrvshow.com.

